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INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT OBJECTIVES - When the book isebmpleted each student
should:

a. Be familiar with the organization and functions of air base
dp facilities. xi'

b. Be familiar with the internal and external community relations
of the Air Force.

c. Be familiar with education opportunities within the Air Force..

d. Be familiar with the working relationship between the Air
Force and the civilian portfbns of the aerospace industry.

. e. Be familiar with career opportunities within the aerospace
industry.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT V WAFERS:

' I. The Organization and Planning of Air Force Bases

Page

V-1

II. The Base as the Center of the Air Force Community V-7

III. Air Force Community Relations and Educational
Opportunities V-13

IV. How the Civilian Aerospace Industry Functions V-25

V. Career Opportunities in Aerospace V-34
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CHAPTER I - THE ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING
OF AIR FORCE BASES

The student is introduced to the concept of the Air Force base and
its dual mission--the primary mission (the reason the base exists)
and the base support mission (providing base services so that the
primary mission can be accomplished). A brief history is given of
the development of the air base from the time of the Wright brothers
to the present. Special emphasis is placed on the changes made
during World War II and those required by the advent of nuclear
weapons and the space age. The creation of missile sites, sepa-
rated from the facilities of their support baes, is one of these
changes:, The student is also introduced to the concept of the
master 01anning of Air Force bases and the questions which need
to be answered before intelligent master planning can occur.

1. OBJECTIVES:

a. Traditional - Each student should:

(1) Be familiar with the difference between the primary mission
and the base support mission of Air Force bases.

(2) Be familiar with the changing requirements of Air*Force
bases during World War II.

(3) Be familiar with the effects which'the new missile and
space missions of the Air Force have had on air base
development.

(4) Know how modern air bases are planned.

(5) Know the six functional activities of Air Force bases.

b. Behavioral - Each student should be able to:

c (1) Recognize the difference between a primary mission and
a base support mission.

(2) Recall at least three examples of changes in aircraft develop-
ment during World War II, which had coeresponding effects
on air base development.

(3) Identify two examples of new types of Air Force ground
. installations which did not exist before the development

of nuclear weapons and space vehicles.

V-1
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(4) Trace the major planning steps required for a n
cei4

base.

(5) Outline the six functional activities of Air Force ba(ses
and their relationship to master planning. / I

2. SUGGESTED OUTLINE:

a. The Air Force Mission and Organization

(1) Primary mission and base support mission

(2) Organizatiaial breakdown

(a) Major commands and sepaate operating-Agencies

(b) Echelons of command

b. The Evolution of the Air Force Base

(1) Pre World War I and World War I aircraft and airfields

(2) Changing requirements of World War II

c. The Effects of Missiles and Space. n --Base Development j

(1) Missile sites,/

(2) Space facilities (Vandenburg AFB, CA, Patrick AFB, FL)

d. Master Planning '

(1) Multimission concept

(2) Placement of facilities

e. Selecting the Site

(1) Natural and man-made site features

(2) Accessibility

(3) Availability of utilities.

f. Functional Activities

(1) Airfield

(2) Industrial and administrative

(3) Community support, housing, and community recreation

V-2
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. ORIENTATION:

a. This chapter presents the development of the modern Air Force
base from its beginning as %flying field of the US Army. The

, changes necessitated by our entry into World War II are related,
as well as the changing requirements caused by the missile and
space missions of the Air Force. The chapter ends with a dis-
cussion of master planning, including some of the factors which
enter into the selection of sites for new bases, and the reasoning
behind the layout of an air base with respect to the functional
activities of the base.

b. This chapter can be used as a starting point for the preparation
of the students for their visit to an Air Force base. This
chapter and the chapter on "The -Base as the Center of an Air
Force Community" describe the base support mission and can
stimulate interest among your students about what an air base
is really like.

4. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

** V-9022
pp 89-172

** V-9073
pp 15-36

a. After WWI, public interest in, military aviation decreased.
Most of the aviation facilities were closed or converted
to other purposes and budget allocations for aviation
were reduced. In the later 1920's and early 1930's a few
new flying facilities were constructed. Some of the
existing facilities were improved to accommodate more and
better airplanes. Communication and navigation equipment
were developed and installed. WWII had a much greater
impact on air base expansion than-WWI-because of the long
range capability of the bomber aircraft and the supporting
role of other types of aircraft. At the end of WWII, the '

United States had 1,895 air bases; of this .number 562
were overseas.

b. Running an Air Force base with its support facilities is
costly. Every segment of our government is expected to

*.V-9144 be as thrifty as possible, and the Air Force is no excep-
pp 139-142, tion. Because of the tremendous savings involved, missile
275-276 launch sites have been placed near existing air bases.

These bases furnish technical and logistical support as
well as community facilities for the missile launch crews..
Much savings can be made by not duplicating housing pro-
jects and community services at the sites.

c. Aster planning of air bases takes ipto account the
present and future use of bases to prevent a haphazard
development of facilities. A base can have an effective
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expansion program if the base has a master plan showing

the present composition of the base and planned future

development. The plan must enable future missions of

the base to be carried out efficiently and economically.

d. Onvof the main principles in master planning is the
multimission air base concept, meaning a base might
have several missions instead of just one. An air base

that is planned and built to perform only one mission

can become obsolete in a short period of time. The

multimission concept in air base.planning enables a base
to perform several missions and have elements of various

commands to carry out the many missions assigned to the

base. The multimission air base concept reduces waste,
improves efficiency of overall Air Force operation, and

assures economy of operation.

e. Once a
a site sel
personnel o
location for

an air base
tion for a'l
an air bas
of the ma
before th
art: top

transport
and avail

d for a base has been discussed and planned,
tion board composed of military or civilian
both is establ4hed to select the best

new.base. A site that is to be used as

st be one that can provide an ideal loca-
,the many facilities required to operate
any factors must be considered, but some

things to be examined closely by the board
r choice is submitted to Air Force officials

ph soil types, weather, cost of property,
systems in the area, existing air traffic,

tilities.

9

ti o

ble

f. Functional activities which occur on Air Force bases

can be pl ced within the following primary categories:

(1) Airfield- -that part of the air base which is pri-

marily devoted to the operation of aircraft.

. ,

(2) Ind strfal and administrative--work areas that
sup ort\the operation of aircraft and supervisory,/

offices and other buildings that provide the needed
services for an operational base to function pro-

pe ly.

(3) Co unity support, housing, and recreation - -livi

a as that provide the personnel and their families

th needed services and facilities found in civilian

co unities.

V -4
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5. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time: 2-2-4 (Translation--if you teach two academic
periods per week we recommend you devote two hours to this sub-
ject. If you teach three periods per week the recommendation is
still that you limit the coverage to two periods. If you teach
four academic hours per week you could devote four periods to the
subject. These "Suggested times" are just that--recommendations.
Adjust the emphasis according to interest and talent--both yours
and the students'.)

b. Define the base mission anck have the students lay out an air
base which meets the requirements of the mission. Thel'base may
be layed out on paper or a chalkboard as a sketch or drawing or
could be built on a work table. Use tapes to represent runways
and roads. The buildings and houses could be simple blocks of
wood or plastic houses that are available in most homes with
young children.

c. Get a base master plan from a base in your area and have the
students see how it measures up against the planning criteria
discussed in the book.

d. Invite a city planner or developer and a base master planner to
take part in a teaching interview.

e. Have the students determine the "primary mission" of the local
community, what industries are providing the major jobs,
etc. How does this "primary mission" define the community and
affect the planning for the town?

f: Outline the changes in any base since WW II. Try to choose an
extreme case of a base changing with a different mission being
added.

g. On p 31, line 4, the word maintenance is misspelled. Other typo-
graphical errors are as follows:.

p 50, para 2, line 1, change "personnel" to "personal"

p 63, line 4, change "elect the make" to "elect to make"

p 84, heading, change."JOBS IN THE AIRLINE" to "JOBS IN THE AIRLINES".
p 119, Words and terms to remember, change "MEP" to "MMEP"
p 124, index (under FAA), change "contarollers" to "controllers"

,

p 125 index (under NASA), change "Aprenticeship" to "ApprentfCeshi

V-5
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6. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

Films:

a. FR 842 Operation Turnkey--Tuy Hoa Air Base Construction,

38 min, color, 1967.

b. SFP 1150 The Story of an Air Force Base, 10 mill, B&W, 1962.

c. SFP 1462 Air Base Master Planning--for a Better Environment,

15 min, color, 1967.

d. SFP 263-1 The Air Force Story--The Beginning, 15 min, B&W,

1953.

e. SFP 2003 Tomorrow Will Not Wait--Air, Water, and Land
Conservation, 13 min, color, 1970.

7. PROJECTS:

a. Compare base planning.with planning in yopr local community.
Have students research the function of zoning by attending a
zoning session in your city and report to the class on the
local zoningtaws:*

b. Have the students research the question "What bases or installa-
tions have been developed since WW II?"

c. Compare Army post planning to Navy base or Air Force Base
pluming.

d. Plan a town including its primary mission (industry, agriculture,
etc.) and determine how it should be laid out. Research on the

"planned cities" of Columbia,- Maryland and Reston, Virginia,
might be of some help. Explore differegges necessitated by the
function of the town -'is it urban, subarlin, or rural, is it a

farming town, a mill town; or a college town, etc.

8. FURTHER READING:

Refer to text.

V-6
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CHAPTER II - THE BASE AS THE CENTER OF
AN 'AIR FORCE COMMUNITY

The student is shown in greater detail those functions and services
which constitute the base* support mission. This mission is divided
into two parts--base community services such as housing, medical care,
and recreation, which are provided for base personnel, and base func-
tions such as base operations, maintenance, transportation, and TiTity,
which keep the base itself running in order to support the primary

,% mission. Some examples of Air Force bases, their missions,,and their
base services are included. The student is also made aware of the
worldwide locations of 'bases and of the strategic reasons why such a
distribution is necessary.

1. OBJEiTIVES:

a. 'Traditional - Each student should:

(1) Be familiar with the community services provided by Air
Force bases to their personnel.

(2)m. Be familiar with the functions'of an Air Force base in
support of its primary mission.

(3) Know how the worldwide distribution of Air Force bases is
Fil-4-tbd to our defense strategy.

(4) Be'familiar with- representative Air Force bases throughout
the world. r

b. Behavioral -Each student should be able to:

(1) Recognize-eat least five comOunity services provided by
Air Force bases.

(2) Ident at least five functions of an Air Force base in
support of its primary mission.

(3) Describe how the worldwide distribution of Air Force
bases supports our defense strategy.

(4) Recall the missions of representative Air Force bases in

V-7
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2. SUGGESTED OUTLINE:

a. Definition of Community

b. Base(Community-Services

(1) Food and clothing

(2) Housing

(3)- Health and medical.services

(4) Recreation

(5) Other personnel services

c. The Functions of an Air Force Base

(1) Headquarters and Command"

(2) Base Operations-

.(3) Maintenance Activities

(4) Base Security and Safety

'(5) Communications and Transportation

(6) Supply

d. The Location and Distribution of Air Force Bases

(1) The air base system

(2) Representative bases

(3) Overseas bases

3. ORIENTATION: ,.

a. This chapter presents life on a typical Air Force base.' It de-
scribes rthe 16nds of facilities available for the welpre,of base
pqrsonnel--BX, commissary, the -hospital, recreational'facflities
irkluding the Officer's Club, NCO Club and Airmen's Club, the
chapels, the base library, the bowling alley, and all of the
facilitigs which would normally be found.in some form in any
community.. It also describes the functions of the base which
are necessary for support oPthe primary mission such as Base
Operations, maintenance, etc. The chapter ends with an explana-
tion of the need for the worldOide distribution-of Air Force

V-8 ,
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bases, and examines some representative bases to show how they
contribute to the overall mission of the Air Force, and how they
provide base services, or their personnel.

b. This chapter can help to prepare a stud- t for a visit to an Air
Force base, and can also show the i arities of life on an r
Forcd base to life in an ci community.

4. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

a. An Air Force base commander is equivalent t and func-
tions like a mayor or a city manager. His ties vary
with the size and composition of his command. Regardless\
of the type of base, a commander's responsibilities are
many and are constantly changing, These responsibilities

'\er
can be grouped under seven basic c teg s in order of
priority as follows: responsibilit to'the mission, to ,,
higher headquarters, to collateral units, to his own unit, 4
to individuals, to himself, and to the community. The'

* ilk base commander works closely with a staff of skilled
specialists 'who advise him in their areas of expertise.
These may include the comptroller, the information offi-

i ( ter, the judge advocate, the chietof logistics, the
. base civil engineer, the chief onecurity police, the

chief of supply, and others.

.... _
b. .An Air Force base can easily be compared to a civilian

community. Almost all services and facilities found in
a civilian community can be found on most Air Force bases. A
Sometimes more facilities and better servicesN.may be
found on an Air Force base than in the neighbotIng com-
munity. There are many facilities,on a typical .base, but
'two that have different names and are referred to differ-
ently than in a civilian community are:

N (1) BX--provides ike4roducts and merchandise that are
found in civilian shops and stores. Air Force per-
sonnel can buy clothing, hardware,appliances,
equipment, etc. The items available will very,
depending on the size-of the BX. It Compares to a
civilian department store.

0 (2) Commissary-- provides theservices
for Air Force personnel. Most of
found in a civilian49rocery store
the commisskry.

.

)

c. The base commander's major operational
fall ii the following areas:

-9
13'

of a grocery store
the popular brands
can be found 'at

responsibilities
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(1) Control tower--provides the services that enable
an aircraft to land and take off at an airfield.

This includes radio contact with aircraft opera-
ting in the area of the base.

,(2) Base operations -- provides the many services re-

quired for flying crews such as providing up -to=
date maps, navigational aid charts, weather infor-
mation, and lists of restricted areas. Arrange-
ments can also be made for flight lunches and
refueling of aircraft. The flight plan and
passenger/cargo manifest are developed in base
operations.

(3) Aircraft maintenance facilitiesprovides all
required maintenance to keep assigned and transient
aircraft maintained to perform their mission.

d. One of the most important functions of a base is per-
formed by base supply. This. component of the base pro-
vides items used extensively by all other base activi-
ties, including fuel for all aircraft and vehicles.
Base supply has the responsibility for requisitioning,
accounting for, storing, and distributing supplies.

e.

*V-9022
pp 277-285

** V-9054

.pp

49-69

5. SUGGEST1016

Each Air Force base supports aerospace power, a key
part of our deterrence. The present geographical dis-
tribution of our bases throughout the United States and
the world insures that if one base should be attacked
or lost to an enemy, the Air Force mission would still
be carried out.

FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time: 2 -3 -4

b. An alternative to short lectures might be to have students role-
play the parts of a base commander and his staff--having a staff
meeting., They-could decide on a problem which must be solved
and show how each nember of the staff contributes to the solution.
(A real world example might be the Projeq Homecoming effort to
welcome back the'POWs--base commanders had a great deal of extra
planning to do and were limited on the amount of money they could
spend because the money had not been allocated in their budgets.)

c. Invite a base commander and the local mayor (or their representa-
tives) to take part in a teaching interview.

V - 10
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d. Have the students give one-minute talks comparing a base function
to a similar function of city government.

Obtain ASVA 55-1, the map of "USAF Active Major Installations."
Have the students update it and explore the question of base
closings. Have them breakdown into buzz groups to discuss the
resistance of the townspeople to base closings.

15
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6. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

a. Films:

(1) SFP 1150 The Story ()Man Air Force Base, 10 min,'B&W,
1962.

(2) SFP 355 We Saw It Happen, 58 min, B&W, 1954.

b. Slides:

V-0089 Aerospace Community

c. Chart:

AVAS 55-1

7. PROJECTS:

a. Have a student report on the organization of the local city
council or town government and compare it to a base commander's
staff.

b. This-chapter could end with &field trip to an Air. Force base.

c. Compare the support mission of Air Force bases.(to support flying
and fighting) to those of Army posts and Navy.bases (ta support .

land and naval fighting). How would base reouirementsand base
functions differ with these missions?

d. If there are fastburners or makeup students in the class who
are looking for projects have them write to an overseas AFJROTC
unit for information on bases in their area. Another pro t

would be to make maps of overseas bases using the May 73- it
Force magazine as a guide.

8. FURTHER READING:

a. Air Force Magazine, May 1973.

b. Refer to text.

V-12
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CHAPTER III - AIR FORCE COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES I

The student is introduced to Air Force community relations including
re

sviF

recent developments in the Domestic Action and c al Actions pro-

grams. Domestic Action is concerned with relatio s between the Air ..7/
Force community and the civilian coumunity, in ich individuals or

groups of Aif Force personnel become involved in community activi ;les
of a problem-solving nature. Social Actions is a program desi ed to

deal with the "people" problems which arise within the Air F rce com-
munity itself, such as drug abuse or discrimination. The e'ducational

opportunities described in this chapter include the AFROTt program,
the Air Force Academy, the Community College of the)ir Force--a new
development in the Air Training Command which giyes college credit__
for training courses taken by Air Force persurffte=="as well as many

di
Other programs. These educational opportunitie mentioned so
that the student will realize the value the Air Force places on
continuing education.

1. 'OBJECTIVES:

a. Traditional - Each student should:

(1) Know the goals and some of the accomplishments of the
Tr Force Domestic Action program.

(2) Know the activities of the Air Force Social Actions program
an the problems it was designed to deal with.

(3) Know the purpose, scope, and benefits of th.3 AFROTC program.
,

(4) Be familiar with the purpose of the'Air Forc cademy and

the opportunities it provides to qualified students.

(5) Be familiar with the Community College of the Air Force;
the reasons why it was set up, and what it accomplishes.

(6) Be familiar with the Airmaa EdUcation and Commissioning
Program (AECP), Extension Course Institute (ECI), Air
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT),.and the benefits of
the GI bill.

b. Behavioral - Each student should be able to:

(1) List the goals of Air Force Domestic Action.s.

(2) Outline the accomplishments of the Air Force Domestic
Action program.

18
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(3) Reco nize the Social Actions program and some of the

pro ems it was designed to deal with.

(4) Outline the purpose, scope, and benefits of the AFROTC

program.

(5 _
call the purpose of the Air Force Academy and the

opportunities it provides.

*(6) Recognize some of the benefits of the Community College
of t e.AIr Force. '

(7) Describe briefly the'AECP, ECI, AF-T, and GI bill benefits.

2. SUGGESTED OUTLINE:

a. Cbmmunity Relations'

(1) Domestic Action

(a) 'Education and training

(b) Health and medical

(c) Recreation and entertainment__

(2) Sociai Actions

b. Education Opportunities

(1) AFROTC

(2) Air Force Academy

(3) COmmunity College of the Air Force

(4) Other educational opportunities

3. ORIENTATION:

a. This chapter includes current infoOmation on two important .

aspects of the modern Air Force--its involvement in internal
and external community, problemS and the education opportunities
it makes available to Air Force personnel.

b: The information included on Domestic Action and Social Actions

can provide a background for study in this area, however the

changesmare,occurring rapidly, and each day new Domestic Action
programs are springing up. A good way to approach this subject

V-14 19
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-i

is to find out what programs local bases are involved in. The
instructor may want to include this portion of the chapter in
leadership education, where he can expand on the need for leader-
ship to dea1.wth thesejroblems.

c. Education opportunities will-probably be most interesting to
_those students who are' planning on entering the Air Force, or
going to the Academy or through AFROTC. Other students, however,
may become motivated,,to plan an how they will continue with their

' education wherever their interests lie.

4. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

a. Individual servicemen and groups of servicemen have always been
involved in "social" programs--from the,Big Brother program to
organized efforts at providing disasterkrelief. The decade of the
60 !is saw an increasing

awareness by all 11groups in America for the
need to solve America's social problems--pollution, discrimination
in jobs and housing, poverty, inadequate health care, drug addictio
and others. The first organized attempt to make the Defense Depar
ment responsible for solving some of these problems came'under the
Johnson Administration when Robert McNamara was Secretary of Defens
One of the earlier projects was Project 100,000 initiated on
1 October 1966 whereby the DoD lowered the mental standards for
draft eligibility. It was believed that by placing a percentage
of substandard recruits into the Army, Navy, and Air Force,,, these
recruits could perform their military obligation and at the same
time acqui e special education and training which would help them
find jobs after they left the service and help raise them out of
their chro 'c poverty. Approximate1,4 100,000 men were taken during
the first two years of the program and 95% of them successfully

y completed basic training, however criticismof the program from
within the military has caused the program's demise.

Project TxansitIon, another McNamara program which is now being
phased out, aids servicemen who are about to be discharged prepare
fora job in the civilian world. The program has included coun-
seling, education and training, and job placement services. Con-(. ducted in cooperation with the Labor Department, the program was

.designed to fill glaring needs in the civilian job market such as
the acute need for civilian police.

Secretary McNamara also moved to desegregate housing and other
public facilities near military bases. In 1967 he placed all
housing and publ4c facilities which were segregated off-limits so'r that no mi4tary personnel would use facilities not open to all imilitary personnel. In the area of equal employment the Defense
Department became part of,the larger federal program Mvich with-holds or cance4 contracts

with companies which practice discrimi-nation.

41/-05 20
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These four progrw prOvided the foundations for the Domestic
Action program.."Diephgrams have been criticized by some for
going beyond the missio\i of the Defens Departieht. Other

criticized the programs particularparticular the,etfikal empl t program,

for failing to live up to their als. ligthout
these programs have had i prof6und effect in s apiliFDefense De-
partment actions.since that time.

b. Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford, McNamard's successor, expanded
the helpj,ng role of the Department of Defense in solving society's
problems by stating tnat in his opinion total national security
required. improved social institutions and full participation by'all

citizens in a sound economy. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
embraced the Clifford philosophy when he took over that job, and
on 26 April 1969 announced the creation of a Domestic Action Council
composed of "high level officials from the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and military services to insure
a widespread, coordinated approach.to the Departmf:nt's Domestic
Action program." .

c. The Air Force-Domestic Action program, like the larger DoD program
of which it forms one part, is divided into six major categories
of endeavor, four centralized at Air Force level and two decen-
tralized. The four centralized araas are procurement, manpower,
transfer of knowledge, and use of assets. These areas tend to be
national in scope and require specialized management.

(1) Procurements -The goal of domestic action in the. procurement
area is to actively encourage minonity-owned businesse§ to
seek and obtairdefense contracts. Since FY 1969 the amount
of DoD contracts awarded to minority businesses has steadily
increased and totaled over $30 million in FY 1972. DoD does

not deal directly with these businesses but negotiates con-
tracts with the Small Bisiness Administration which then .

subcontracts to minority businesses. The Air Force concept
is to get as many different minority firms as possible
involved, rather than to award just a few large contracts.
The DoD plan benefits not only the owners of tnese minority
businesses; but also their workers who tend also to be members
of minority groups.

(2) ManpowerProject Transition, mentioned earlier., is an e ample
of a manpower program which was designed to insure that a v
departing serviceman had developed a viable skill whic would
be useful to him in the civilian job market. The REF RRAL
program, Project HIRE, ana Project VALUE are other eXamples
of programs which fall in this broad area. Project ALUE,
which works in cooperation with the Labor Departme t, tries
to tackle the problem of the hardcore unemployed d provide
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summer jobs and job gaining on military installations for
disadvantaged youths. Hill AFB in Utah developed an employ-
ment program for young people in the local Indian tribes.
Offutt AFB, Nebraska, runs a vocational work study program
in which young people learn job skills and then use them in
an on-base job. At McClellan AFB in California a similar
vocational program is staffed and fuhded by the local school
district. Students in the program attend school for half a
day and work on base half a day receiving on-the-job training
fra regular workers. The manpower projects involving stu-
dents in the surrounding communities of Air Force bases are
decentralized projects, although others such as PROJECT
TRANSITION have been centralized.

(1) Transfer of Technical Knowledge--The aim of this program is
to share the advances in technical knowledge made by the Air
Force with other government agencies in an attempt to solve
problems, A demonstration housing project developed at
George Air Force Base, California, for example, yielded new
ideas on how to build livable, quality housing with a cost
savings of from 15-20%. Advances in infra-red photography,
used in military reconnaissance, haye helped cities map popu-
lation patterns and pollution problems quickly. One of the
largest transfer programs is MAST (Nllitary Assistance to
Safety and Traffic) where the services have aided local police
departments in responding to medical emergencies such as auto-
mobile accidents. Medically equipped helicopters can,respond
_tocallS for help quickly. The services have providealooth
the helicopters and the personnel to be used for such emer-
gencies and also have helped -local police departments develop
their own aeromedical evacuation capabilities by training
police in the use of helicOpters.

,(4) Use of Assets--The equipment and facilities of Air Force
installations are being used to support Domestic Action when
not being used in their primary mission. Additionally, as
bases close in the phasedown from a wartime to a peacetime
stance, the Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) and the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) "have been
major beneficiaries. The military facilities,are being used

"'kr...a wide variety of civilian programs.

d. The remaining two categories of Equal Opportunity and Community
Relations are more decentralized, involve the efforts of individual
servicemen and women, and may vary at different base's.

(1) Equal Opportunity--Equal Opportuni*, although defined as afunction of Domestic Action is partly grounded in the AirForce Social Actions program. Part of Equal Opportunity goes
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back to McNamara's efforts in placing.housing andpublic
facilities which discriminate off-limits to military per-
sonnel and in refusing to'grant government contracts to
companies which practice discOmination. However, indiVidual
base commanders and equal opportunity officers play a Large
role ih, insuring that all base personnel are treated fairly,
both on base and off. Courses inTace relations are conducted
on base t9 provide,and enhance equal. OppOrtunity, to reduce
racial tensions: and ftustrations,and to prevent violence.

(2) Community Relations--Community relations is the broadest of
the six Domestic Action areas, covering a.wide variety of
programs. Heremilitary personnel become involved in the
problems of surrounding civilian communities. The Air Force
guidelines in this area are for the military to work with
local groups, no to use military funds, to supply services,
equiplilent and facilities within legal limits, and to be inno-
vative. It draws its manpower from vainteers who donate
their off-duty time. The programs which bases are supporting
are as varied as the areas in the country in which gthe bases
are located. It is estimated that about 7-1/2 percent of the
Air Force has gotten involved in voluntary domestic action
programs within their communities. Some recent examples- -

A dentist stationed at Hill AFB, UtA, makes weekend
visits to Indian reservations in Nevada and Utah to
*vide free dental care. He has obtained obsolete
Air Force dental equipient, renovated it, and has set
up a dental office for this purpose. He flies his own
aircraft at his own expense to make trios to the remote
sites eachiWeekend.

At Bolling AFB in Washington, DC a YouNaftesi,bas been
set up to house 15, boys with delinquency records and
provide them with good housing, guidance, and companion-
ship. The counselors assist the boys in getting jobs or
going to school. A day damp is in the planning stages
which Will operate for five weeks in the summer and pro-
vide 25 inner city boys the chance to participate in
athletic and recreation activities on the base, including
use of the swimming pool.

Domestic Action programs are found throughout the country and
new ones -are beginning every day.

e. The work of the Air National Guard (ANG) and the Air Force Reserve
(AFRES) in DomestiC Action deserves special mention because of the
unique relationship which the ANG/AFRES enjoy with civilian com-
munities. Guard and Reserve units are integral parts of the com-
munities from which they draw thei, members. This interaction is

7
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demonstrated through Domestic Action. Domestic Action can in many
cases provide godq training for these units. Combat readiness has
-the first prioriV, but,disaster relief has always been a National
Guard mission. In addition, when a Domestic Action project can
contribute to the development of unit or individual skills, it can
be performed during training periods and supported by training
funds. The philosophy behind this approach was explained recently
by Dr. Theodore C. Marrs, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Reserve Affairs) who stated:

_It-is far better training for a unit to grade a playground,
clean a pond, improve a roadway in a park, or build a picnic
shelter--than to dig and fill holes in the armory yard or
rip up and lay down the same square of pavement at a training
site. It is far better training for a medical unit to assist
public health authorities to perform physical examinations
and-give immunizations than to have its members watch films
or listen to lectures which explain how to do these very
things.

One such mission was undertaken in-Lowell, Massachusetts and 'the
local Air Force Reservists played a major role.- 2755 Lowell
children received innoculations against German measles, regular
measles and polio, thanks to the 94th Military' Airlift Wing and
its 901st Support Squadron and the Model Cities Agency of Lowell
who organized the immunization program.

The National Guard is also starting to play a major role in DoD
efforts to'assist the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in
a nationwide water-sampling effort. This National Eutrophication
Survey involves taking monthly water samples of 240 lakes in the
northeast and northcentral region and will soon include another
200 lakes east of the Mississfppi. The study will pinpoint water
bcidies most in danger of pollution damage. The EPA plans to pro-
vide assistance in developing control techniques when the pollu-
tion sources have been identified.

Oth& ANG/AFRES projects have ranged from sponsoring Little League
baseball teams and holding Christmas parties for disadvantaged
children to assistingin the reconstruction of a church in North
Poe,Alaska--an activity conducted by members of the 939th Civil
Engineering Flight at McChord Air Force Base, Washington, while
on their two-week active duty training at Eielson Air Force Base,
Alaska.

A Reserve unit at Hill AFB, Utah, has flown man, missions air-
lifting hay and feed to starving cattle and sheep on nearby Navajo
reservations after winter blizzards. Another Reserve unit in
Arizona is conducting a desert survival class for local citizens.
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The work of units of the Guard and Reserve in disaster relief

projects is particularly noteworthy. During a mine disaster at

Kellogg, Idaho, in May, 1972, Reservists airlifted eleven tons

of seismic listening equipment and five mining experts into the

area. They have assisted the US Forestry Service in fighting
fires, have saved countless iives during floods, and in the wake

of Hurricane Agnes they delivered 584,000 pounds of relief supplies

to areas hardest hit by the. storm. Guard an4 Reserve volunteers

delivered an additional 1,200,000 pounds. Domestic Action projects

not undertaken as a part-of ANG/AFRESitraiting can be done by vol-

unteers iA their off -duty time, as is the case in the active duty

Air Force.

Major General.Homer I. Lewis, Chief of the Air Force Reserve,
recently. described a career in the Air Reserves, which could
also apply to the Air National Guard as well as the active-duty

Air Force. "For humanitarian, yet pragmatic reasons, all

Reservists should welcome and act on every worthwhile oppor-
tunity for hometown service in the 1970's. Our communities need
us and we need our communities, for'without our help they may not

4 be able to solve some of their service social problems and without
them we may not even survive."

f. Although already mentioned under Domestic Action, equal opportunity

is one of the main thrusts of the Social Actions program. Other

social problems which may arise on bases such as racial incidents

or drug abuse are also diagnosed and'hopefully remedied by Social

Actions. Education in race relations is one of the primary respon-
sibilities of a base Social Actions office. All military personnel

n uctors start to teach on a base
are presently required to re71714 hours of race relations
training annually. Before i
they attend the Defense Race -Relations Institute at Patrick AFB,
Florida.

Another achievement made by many base Social Actions offices is
the establishment of a hot-line program which allows a person
with a problem to talk about it with an understanding person. The

.original idea was to allow drug users an opportunity to seek help,
however many callers have several big problems. Advice on drugs

had to be expanded to include all types of human relations coun-
seling. Trainees in Social Actions attend a month long course at
Lackland A, B, Texas, which stresses identification of social fac-
tors behin drug abuse and alcoholism.

Education op ortunities are one of the greatest benefits an indi-
vidual can r ceive from an Air Force career. From AFROTC schblar-
ships to the GI Bill benefits., Air Force personnel are given oppor-

tunities to complete their education. Of special interest is a
new Air Force concept, Community College of the Air-Force, which
gives college credit towards a Career Education Certificate for
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some of the training received by airmen at ATC technical
training centers. This Certificate can be shown to future
employers or college registrars when an individual separates
jtom the Air Force as proof of the education and training he
has already received. The CCAF will also keep a record of
courses taken at civilian colleges and document all courses
taken on one unified transcript. This can be a significant
aid to an airman who has served at more than one base and
attended more than one college.

tv

h. The new AFROTC program offers a greater opportunity for scholar-
ships, a larger subsistence allowance for all Professional Officer
Course (POC) cadets, the option of completing a two year course
...plus field training, instead of a'four year course, and the inclu-
sion of women in the formerly all-male program.) The Air Force
Academy offers the exceptional student a full scholarship to one
of the best colleges in the country and the chance to become a
Regular Air Force officer.

i. The textbook mentions two separate airmen commissioning programs
which have been combined since the text went to print--AECP and
Operation Bootstrap.' Current details on the new combined AECP
can be found in the Oct 73 issue of Air Force magazine in,the
article "New Airman Education and Commissioning.Program." The
new program combines'three existing programs--the Airman Education
and Commissioning Program (AECP), Airman Commissioning Program
(ACP), and Operation Bootstrap. The age limit for eligibility has
been extended slightly and this should boost the enlisted man com-
missioning by 300 slots annually, from the former goal of 700 to.
1000. This would make AECP a greater source of commissioned offi-
cers than the Air Force Academy. The Air Force has found prior
service officers to be highly effective, career-minded, and dedi-
cated, with the best retention record for any commissioned Cate-
gory. Thus, although flew officer commissioning as a whole is
dwindling; there is a Olanned increase in this one area.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time: 2-3-4

b. A short introductory lecture by the instructor could cover the
community relations portibn of this chapter. Depending upon the
interest of the students, the ideas of Domestic Action and Social
Actions could be further discussed in'Leadership Education. As.
AFJROTC leaders, the cadets'should be aware of the problems which
.Air Force leaders face, since many of them are the same (drugs,
racial tensions) as those found in high schools. The students
could break. down into buzz groups to discuss AHROTC,relations
with both the external

community--the high school and the city
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in whiCh they live--and the Minternal community of the AFJ'ROTC
unit itself, and search out s to improve these relations.

c. A resource speaker from a local ANG/AFRES unit could brief the
cadets on the role they are playing in the Air Force Domestic
Action, Program.

d. Equal Opportunity Current News, published periodically by
Headquarters USAF, combines'the leading news stories about
equal opportunity. This could provide you with current back-
ground informatiok.

e. The education opportunities could be adequately covered by
lecture with perhaps some student discussion about their edu-
cation plans. For those students who are interested in the
Air Force Academy and AFROTC, movies are available on these
subjects.

f. A field trip to a local AFROTC detachment would show AFROTC in
action and would allow an interchange between junior and senior
cadets.

g. The 1974 AFA Scholarship Package contains a good deal of infor-
mation on USAF Domestic Action programs, and could provide you
with some Orther background material.

r

It's10
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6. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

Films:

a. AFN 31 Air Force Now No. 31, 20 min, color, 1972,
focuses on recent Domestic Action programs.

b. SFP 2096 Blackman, 39 min, color, 1972, discusses race

relations in the Air Force.

c. AFIF 177 Trip-Trip to Where, 50 min, color, 1968, this film

discusses drug abuse and what it leads to.

Several other good films are available on the subjects of race e
relations and drug abuse which are shown to Air Force personnel
as a part of Social Actions education (See AFM 95-2). Also,

several AF Now films include current information on Domestic
Action.

A. SFP 1655 What Makes a Man--The. USAF Academy Story, 25 min,
color, 1969.

e. SFP 1684 Air Force. ROTC tomes of Age, 28 min, color, 1967.

7. PROJECTS:

Domestic Action/Social Actions could be the starting point for two
projects. Students could do some research and find out what their
local bases.are doing-in.these areas or they could take upon themselves

-- as a leadership project the improvement of relations with their local
community. 'This AFJROTC Domestic Action would be limited only by
their imagination. Such a project may just involve service to their
high school.or it might be community-wide. Have your students report
on Domestic Action/Social Actions in the Army or Navy.

8. FURTHER READING:

a. "Blue Suiters Get Involved," Lt. Charles R. Stricklin, illus
Airman 17:15-17 May 73.

b. "People Count Too!" Thomas C. Steinhauser, Armed Forces Journal
109:38-41 Aug 72.

c. "Domestic Action: Past and Present," Dr. Theodore C. Marrs,
Commanders Digest, pp 2-8, 29 Mar 73.

d. Race Relations Pamphlet for Commanders and Equal Opportunity
Officers.
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e. "Air-Force Academy: A Time of Transition," William Leavitt,

Air Force, Vol 56, No. 10:31-37-0ct-73.

f. MewAirman .Education and .Commissioning Program," Ed Gates,

Air Force, Vol 56, -No. Ta:84.0ct 73.

g. Community College of the Air Force, General Catalog, Number 1,

1973.

h. "What AfIT Has For You," Capt. Don Carson, AIR FORCE, Vol 57,
No. 1: 62-65,.Jan 74.
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CHAPTER IV/f- HOW THE CIVILIAN AEROSPACE INDUSTRY FUNCTIONS

Thus far we have been primarily concerned with the Air Force com-
munity. In thii chapter the student is introduced to the role played
by the civilian aerospace industry and Government agencies, such as

NASA, in the total "aerospace community" of which the Air Force is
just one part,. The relationship between the aerospace industry and
its largest oustomers is examined, including the awardingof Govern-
ment contracts. Finally, the impact of aerospace research on our .

society is described in some detail.

1. OBJECTIVES:
le

a. Traditional - Each student shoul(

(1) Be familiar with the Government departments and, agencies
which buy products from the.civilian aerospace industry.

(2) Know the process of Government contracting.

(3) Know the special financial fgctors which the aerospace
17217stry must deal with.

(4) Be familiar with the industry's dependence on Government
contracts.

(5) Be familiar with at least five major benefits of aerospace
research.

b. Beha ioral - Each student should be able to: .

(1) Rec 11 the Government departments and agencies which buy
products from the aerospace industry.

(2) Outline the Government contracting system.

. (3) List four.financial factors which influence the industry.

(4) Recognize the aerospace industry's dependence on Government
contracts.

(5) Identify at least five major benefits of aerospace research.

abicap
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE:

a. Government Purchasing

(1) The Department of Defense

SEPTENBERAW3

60

(a) The Air Forcg-fAir Force Systems Command

(b) ,The Army

(c) The Navy

(2) NASA

(3) Other major Government customers

b. Government Contracting

(i) Prime-contracting

(2) Subcontracting' .

7

(3) Diversification :

(4) Specializaion

.

(5) Mass produ tion

(6) Lead time

c. Aerospace Research

(1) Basic and applied research

(2) Benefits of research

1

3. ORIENTATION:

10

a. This chapter rounds out the picture of the "Aerospace Community;' -

by introducing the civilian aerospace industry, other Government

agencies involved in aerospace--NASA, the AEC, the FAA; and the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)--and the

other-military set4vices. It explains howthe system of Govern -

,men contracting works and shows some of the financial problems

the industry faces.

, b. The section on .aerospace.research can be used to stimulate stu-

dent interest. in aerospace by relating the products of research

'y

32
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to what the student sees, and experiences in his everyday life.
The benefits, of aerospace research can be used to demonstrate
the value of the space progr'am in areas co9ipletely unrelated
to space. .

c. This'chapter covers the highlights of the earlier ANROTC text
Aerospace Industry and Research. IT you have a background in

- the field, you may wish to greatly expand the coverage and time
you devote to this subject area.

4. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

a. The Government has helped to create the aerospace industry and to
bring about its gigantic development in a short time. The Govern-
ment is also responsible for sustaining the industry. On an aver-
age, about 80"percent of all sales made by the industry are made
to US Government agencies. This dependence upon Government agencies,
has made the industry subject to great changes. Industry economics
depends upon crucial decisions made by the.Presidet and the Con-
gress. These decisions, in turn, depehd upon the existence or the
threat of war, the political situation generally, and the thinking
and temper of the American people. When a large space or defense
project is cancelled or slowed down, the industry may lose millions
or even billions of dollars. Usually a loss in one area, such as
in space exploration, is compensated by ,a gain in another, such as
the sale of military aircraft, but the aerospace companies suffering
the losses may undergo hardship or even be driven out of business.
Their personnel with valuable know-how must look elsewhere for jobs,
sod much valuable knowledge is lost to the'industry as a result.
Because of the industry's dependence upon Government contracts,
some financial analysts say the industry will have difficulty in
stabilizing. Most aerospace companies therefore make an effort to
secure private customers and to diversify.

b'. The aerospace industry works closely with,Government agencies
through a system of contracting. Whenever complicated systems are
involved the Government makes a prime contract with one company.
This company is then responsible for bringing the subsystems to-
gether and assembling them, and for testing and completing the full
system. The prime contractor subcontracts with many other companies
to furnish the principal -components (subsystems) or management ser-
vices. The prime contractor usually provides the frame for the
system. Both the prime contractor and the subcontractors call upon
many supply companies for small parts and ground support equipment
necessary for the system. 'Contracts do 'not cover hardware alone.
Many of the contracts are for "software"--ideas, research, and
management services. t
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c. Most aerospace companies insure against loss from cancellation of

Government projects either through diversification or specializa-

tion. These two methods operate in opposite directions. A com-

pany practicing diversification goes into one or more unrelated

fields so thatit can keep on operating and recover losses if a

project is cancelled. An aircraft company might, for example,

develop hydrofoils or other types of high-speed buts or sell

aluminum siding for buildings. Other aerospace companies follow

a program of specialization. They concentrate on the production

of a few items of very special use, such as special guidance

systems, so that they can compete successfully with much larger

companies and win subcontracts to insure their survival.

d. All aerospace companies have to manage their resources wisely
because few of them can falloback upon mass production, which

was a great boon for traditional industries. The highly complex

aerospace systems with their myriad parts do not lend themselves

to mass production. It is not feasible to produce machine tools

and set up an assembly line for manufacturing them. Usually, only
a limited number of each system is produced.

e. Another problem of the aerospace industry is cutting down lead
time--the time between placing the order for research and develop-
ment and the time the finished item is completed and delivered.

When a long lead time is required, the item may already be obsolete
or at least obsolescent by,the time it is delivered. The Air

Force's answer to the problem is what is,,called concurrent manage-
ment, a program of management that was put into effect when the
ICBM was developed. All work for the missile system--the missile
shell, its ground support equipment, the silos, the training and
maintenance manuals, the fuels, the guidance equipment and all the
parts--were begun about the time the original research and develop-
ment for the missile was begun. All the work was to be completed

at the same time. This called for a tremerviously complicated sys-
tem of exchanging information, of controls, and of scheduling.
Computerized management systems developed as the result. These

were necessary to enable industry to fulfill its contracts and for
the Government to control the effort. The fly before you buy con-'
cept'is in some cases superseding concurrent management, particu-
larly in aircraft procurement.

.f. Aerospace research has been undertaken on a.g a r scale than

anything ever attempted, and the research is ti tly controlled

and managed. This kind.of research is not, however`, basically
different from other research. Fundamentally, research is a quest
for knowledge. Research has been important ever since the advent
of modern science, and much of the research undertaken has been
directed toward the improvement of technology.
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Actually there are two kinds of research, although the dividing
line between them might not always be sharp. There is basic
research and applied research. Basic research is the quest for
knowledge for its own sake without regard to the way the knowledge
will be used. Applied research is research directed toward finding
uses i'or knowledge discovered in the course of basic research or
toward finding solutions for problems. For example, Michael
Faraday was interested only in finding out what would happen if
a ,conductor was moved through a magnetic field. He was engaged
in basic research when, in 1831, he discovered that he could pro-
duce electricity by rotating a copper disk between the poles of a
permanent magnet. Faraday knew that his basic research would one
day have practical applications, but he did not foresee exactly
what the application would be. Later, applied research produced
the generator, which made possible the use of electrical machinery
in.factories and subsequently led to the development of all kinds
of:electrical appliances. Basic research is important in all
fields, and it certainly has proved to be important to the aero"-
space industry. When Government. programs are considered for
funding, however, it is not always easy to sell the American
public on the idea of spending vast sums of money on basic research
although that public will ultimately benefit. NASA made a special
effort to explain to the public the importance of building up a
good solid 'foundation of basic research. Wih t such a foundation,
there can be no fruitful program of research. Technology is, in its
broadest sense, applied research. Te.chnology-c vers the methods and
procedures used in providing for man's sustenance and comfort.
Research and the development of technology go hand in hand.

'h. Another significant fact about aerospace research is its wide
diversity,. Aerospace research is concerned with all branches of
knowledge -- chemistry, mathematics, physics, astronomy, psychology,
medicine, to name a few--and it brings this knowledge together in
a way that important tie-ins can be made. By integrating spec- .

ialized knowledge in aerospace research, important new discoveries
have been possible, further speeding up the pace at which develop-
ments can be made. People may already take f0. granted some of the
inventions made in the course of aerospace research, not realizing
that they have been Made only recently. Your students may not be
aware of other developments. To understand the significance of
aerospace research and its importance to the aerospace industry,
you need to review briefly some of the developments brought about
as the result of such research. Some of the best known developments
have probably been made it fields of communications and electronics,
such as the television broadcasts

overseas via ,satellites, trans-
istor radios, and solid-state television circuits. Fuel cells and
new fuels of all kinds have resulted from aerospace research.
Computers developed as the result of aerospace research are now
used in, a wide range of fields. They are used in making trans-
portation and hotel reservations, in accounting and preparing
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statements, in other business operations, in museums; in literary

research, in "teaghing machines," and in many routine operations

of all types. In medicine the field of applicationsis especially

numerous. Some examples are cryosurgery (surgery under very cold

temperatures), X-ray movies, laser knives for surgery, infrared

photography, radioactive injections, plastic sprays, to stop

bleeding, and the electronic monitoring of:Oatients (automedic

hospitals). More precise weather predictions and advanced storm

warnings have been possible through the use of weather satellites.

Satellites promise use for a wide variety of. purposes in making

observations in agriculture, ecology, forestry, geology, hydrology,

oceanography, navigatiori, and traffic control. Practical use is

soon to be made of helicopters and of V/STOL aircraft in helping

to solve the problem of congestiori'at airports. Even TV dinners

came about as a result of aerospace needs and research.

i. Even this brief review of developments from aerospace research
gives some idea of the wide range of applications of aerospece
research and of the impact it has.had on the aerospace industry

and on everyday living in the United States. The results of aero-

space research are everywhere. Television broadcasts come from

overseas via satellite. Weather forecasts in newspapers and ratio
and television are baspon information supplied by weather satel-
lites.- The pots and pans in your Kitchen are coated with materials

developed in the course of missile research. Plastics were largely

developed as the result of aerospace research. Other developments

are being made daily.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time: 4-5-6

b. You may want to do some extra- research and bring up timely topics
in class, such as which contractors are involved in which projects.
Also, the local angle can be successfully exploited by finding out
how the aerospace industry in your local area is involved in
Government programs and/or then production of aerospace materials.

c. For a change of pace you might try doing- 'a "case study" on a
selected aerospace company and ask the students to research the
question of how it has succeeded despite the many pressures which
the aerospace industry has been subjected to in recent years.

d. An idea for role-playing might be to have the.students take the

role of Senators and conduct a Congressional debate over the ,bene-,

fits derived from space and whether or not space exploration and
the development of new space systems is a worthwhile expenditure
of the taxpayers' money. One group could take the position that
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the country must "reorder its priorities" to exclude such frivoli-
ties as space travel. For the Benefit of All Mankind: A Survey
of the Practical Returns from Space Investment, House Report No.
91-1673, could be a useful source document. Another pertinent -Ns

booklet published by General Electric is also entitled "...for
the benefit of all mankind" and includes an updated list of space
benefits. It was distributed in the summer of 1973 to all units.

Further information on benefits derived from defense-related
,space research can be found in the 1974 AFA Scholarship Package,
particularly the 'news release on the subject "Defense Research- -

What's In For You."
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6. ,I4STRUCTIONAL AIDS:

Films:

a. FR 1032 Air Force SyStems Command Laboratories, 27 min, color,

1969.

b. HQ 225 (NASA) Meanwhile Back on Earth, 13-1/2 mitt, color,

72, explores the uses of Space research.

c. HQ 207 Space in the'7Ors--Aeronautics, 25.min, color, 1971.

d. HQ 204 Space Down to Earth, 27-1/2 min, color, 1970.

e. HQ 219 A Man's. Reach Should Exceed His Grasp, 23-1/2 min,
color, 1972.

f. It's A Matter of Business., 15 min, 16 mm, 1961, design, manu-
facturing, and testing of a plane, Lockheed-Georgia Company.

7. ,PROJECTS:

a. A project for student research could be rises and declines in
the Aerospace Industry from 1960-1973. Find.-out what projects

caused- the tremendous intrease,in,the industry's size and why
it took a turn downward after 1968. This report would include
gathering statistics and drawing charts showing the proportions
at specified points of time, of the industry working on Government
as opposed to nongOvernment projects.

b. Research the "fly before you buy" concept in relation to USAF
contracting to industry. -

c. An interested student may want to-examine in detail the structu e
of the Air Force-Systems Command, NASA,.and a. leading aerospace
company, and find out the exact nature of AMC-NASA-civilian aer
space industry.cooperation, including the work of the Systems
Command's Systems Program Office.

d. A class project could involve an Aerospace Fair in which each
*student could take one aspect of aerospace research -(such as
medicine, pollution control,. etc.) which has Earth applications
and together the class could prepare a display of "Spinoffs'
from Space" with explanations of how these spinoffs were first
used'in space-related activities. These spin-offs could range
from objects around the' house such- as teflon pans or a transistor
radio to charts explaining complicated medical procedures which
have evolyed from space research.
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8. FURTHER READI

a. Ley, Willy, Harnessing Space,

b. Vaeth, J. Gordon, Weather ET in the Sky,

c. Bernardo, James V., 'Aviation and Space in the Modern World,
New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1968.

d. Miller, Thomas G., Jr., Strategies for Survival in the
Aerospace Industry, Cambridge, Mass.: Arthur D. Little,
Inc., 1964. .

e.. Ordway, Frederick I. and Others, Dividends'from Space,
New York: Crowell, 1971.

f.- Purcell; W.A., Jr., (Ed.), Commercial Profits from Defense-
Space Technology, Boston: The Schur Company, 1965.

o vey of the Practical
Returns from Space Investment, Rouse Report No. 91-1673.

h. ".,.for the benefit of all mankind," booklet,published by
General Electric Company.

i. Current issues:

Aerospace
Spaceflight

Aviation Veek and Space Technology
Air Force

39
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CHAPTER V - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN AEROSPACE

Chapter"V is an overview of jobs available in the aircraft and spice
fields4 First the civilian sector is examined, including jobs with
the commercial airlines, jobs in manufacturing, and jobs in research
and with the Government. The second half of the chapter is devoted
to jobs in the Air Force and it attempts to be representative rather
than complete. The chapter also includes an introduction to the
officer and enlisted promotion systems.

1. OBJECTIVES:

a. Traditional - Each student should:

(1) Be familiar with job opportunities in the civilian sector.
of the aerospace industry.

(2) :Know the jobs of rated Air. Force officers.

(3) Know at least five nonrated officer jobs.

(4) KnOw some enlisted jobs including jobs directly related to
flying and jobs not directly related.

(5) Be familiar with the officer and enlisted promotion sy4tems.

.b. Behavioral - Each student should be able to:

( Identify at least six job opportunities in the civilian
sector of the aerospace industry.

(2) Describe the jobs of rated Air Force officers.
4

(3) Describe five nonrated officer jobs including some of the
each.'

(4)- Describe six enlisted jobs including jobs directly related
to flying and jobs not directly,ated.

(5) Outline the officer and enlisted promotion systems.
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2. SUGGESTED OUTLINE:
. _

a. Civilian Jobs in Aerospace

(1) Jobs in the-Airlines,

(a) Flight Deck Crew

(b) Ground Crew

(c) Cabin Crew

(d) Other jobs in the Airlines

(2) Jobs in Manufacturing

(a) Engineers

(b) Technicians

(3) Jobs in Research--Scientists

(4) s in Government Agencies

) NASA,

.(b) FAA

(c) CAB

(d) NTSB.

(e) Other Agencies ,

b. Career Opportunities in the Air Force

(1) Commissioned Opportunities

(a) Rated Officers (pilot, navigator)

(b) Nonrated

SEPTEMBER 19ta:
4. '4

1. Directly Related to Aerospace

2.' Not Directly Related to Aerospace

(g) The Officer Promotion System
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(2) Enlisted Opportunities

(a) Flying Jobs

(b) Jobs:Dirictly Related-to Aerospace

(c) Jobs Not Direttly Related to Aerospace

(d) The Enlisted Prdmotion System

3. ORIENTATION:

a. This chapter is designed to show a i/e)t of the many employment
opportunities in aerospace, both civilian and military. It"
should give the student an idea of where the jobs are and the
kind of training necessary to get these jobs. The second half
of the chapter which deals specifically with Air Force career
opportunities is the closest thing to a commercial )11-Aerospace
Education, and should be of particular interest to 'students who
are seriously considering joining the military. You may want to
put more emphasis on the promotion systems. Students not
interested in aerospace as a career should be encouraged to
research career information in areas which do interest them.

b. Again, this chapter covers the highlights of an earlier AFJROTC
text, Aerospace Opportunities for the Individual. If you feel
more time should be devoted to careers at this time, by all
means do so. Keep in mind, though, that you may want to teach
a small, highly student-centered block,on careers in AE III.

c. This chapter should be very student-centered, since it is aimed
at getting the student thinking about his career intentions.
Small group techniques such as role-playing, brainstorming, and
buzz groups could be used very effectively here for letting the
.student express his ideas on careers or debating with other
students the merits of one career over another.

4. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

*** V -9053,
pp 31-49

a. There are several crews, who, working together, are
responsible for the safe transport of airline passen-
gers from one point to another. The first crew which
comes to mind, quite naturally, is the flight deck crew
consisting of the captain, the co-pilot, the navigator,
and/or the flight engineer.

The captain has many duties besides piloting the plane.
His work begins long before takeoff as he studies weather
reports and the recommended flight plan and checks out
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b.

*** V-9054,
p0 31-49

c.

* V-9012,
pp 309-313

** V-9053,.
pp 26-49

** V-9071,
pp 67-120

'his aircraft. After the plane has taken off, he
_prescribes the speed, track, and altitude at which .

it will fly, poritors the work of the rest of.his crew,
and entets into the plane's log anything out of the
ordinary which occurs on the flight, such as thp illness
or injury of passengers or crew members, or any damage
to the aircraft,.

The co-pilot or first offiter is second in command, and
in the event of something happening:to the captain, he
must take command-, He alternates with the captain in
performing many duties and is most directly responsible
for crew and cargo. He must insure that cargo is pro-

perly loaded and he makes final inspection of the plane
before takeoff, and reports the plane's readiness to
the captain'.

Depending on the size of the plane and the distance it
must travel, a navigator may be aboard. He monitors the

navigation equipment and is responsible for establishing
the position of the plane during flight. He may also
assist the captain and first officer in the performance
of their duties.

The flight engineer is responsible for aircraft engines,
which must be closely monitored during flight. He is

particularly concerned with fuel consumption. As it
burns, he must insure that the weight of the remaining
fuel is evenly dtstributedno small job considering
that fuel may be consumed as rapidly as 1-1/2 tons per
hour. He is also responsible for monitoring all the
other fluids which the engine uses such as oil, hydraulic
fluid, alcohol, and water and is, in general, responsible
for maintenance during flight.

The cabin crew, the next most oLvious crew, insures the
safety and well-being of the passengers. A cabin crew
may consist of a flight steward and/or stewardesses who
together cater to the passengers' comfort, prepare and/or
serve meals on the flight, and insure that.adequate
passenger safety precautions, such,as seat belt fastening,
are being accomplished.

Aviation positions may be either flight positions or
ground positions. Only 36 percent of the airlines em-
ployees are classified as flight personnel. Therefore,'

for every person directly engaged in flying, there are
two on the ground supporting him and the airline operation.
Although the flying positions are generally more glamorous

than ground positions, the two are complementary, and both
are necessary to smooth operations.

.
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d. The ground crew_includes the maintenance'personnel who
inSure;that the airplane is airworthy . Other ground
jobs inclilde-those of traffic representative, airline
dispatcher, airlines accountant, and architectural drafts-
man. All of these people contribute to making air trans-
portation possible.

In the area of space, the career field whi h gets most

closely involved with the development of n w space-
systems is that of engineering. There are any types
of engineers, because space vehicles are so complex
that they require the coordinated efforts of many.

Another..occupational classification that is indebted to
aerospace research for its growth is that of the scien-
tific or engineering technician. Technician status is
inviting to many people who are scientifically inclined
but who, for one reason or another, do not complete the
full college course required to become a full-fledged
engineer. Technicians are important members of aerospace
research teams.

e.

** V-9016,
pp 21-22

*** V-9040,
pp 41444

** V-9040,

pp 94-99

** V-9012,

pp 191-195

f. Work done in research centers, colleges, and universities
is essential to the aerospace program. This work is
sponsored by Government, by industry, and by private
foundations. The profit motive (and the salaries) may be
less here than in industry, but the atmosphere may be_
more conducive to pure research. Experience in these
institutions can earn rewards if the decision is made to
go into industry.

g.

h,

** V-9012,
pp 113-115,
119-131

* V-9016,
pp 121-124

** V-9054,

pp 31-48,
143-158,
171-185

Careers in both the aviation and the space segments of
aerospace are found in Government agencies. Government
support, interest, and regulation is felt even in non-
Government areas of aerospace. The primary Government
employers in space are NASA and the Department of Defense,
although many other Government agencies are involved.
Aviation opportunities are found throughout the nation,
in all levels of government.

Air Force success is more and more dependent on team
effort by the "Aerospace Team" of ground and air crews,
backed by support outfits. This team is made up of
officer and enlisted personnel, of which both groups
have a wide choice of aerospace. opportunities. All
commands of the Air Force are concerned with aviation,
some less directly than others. The Air Force has
emerged as the dominant service in military space work,
done under Air Force Headquarters and the Air Force
Systems Command.
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i. Air Force officers are classified as either rated or .

nonrated. Rated officers have a rating to fly and can
be pilots or navigators. Nonrated officers carry on

the support mission of the Air Force, which are all of
the jobs necessary to keep the rated force flying and
fighting. Missile officers are also considered. nonrated,
however they have an operational job in the sense that
they actually hold combat positions and are involved in
"fighting."

Most offer jobs in the Air Force, except those which
are diTeetly-combat-related (bombardier, missile officers,
etc..) are equivalent to some position in civilian life.
The transport pilot is very similar to a commercial pilot,
the Chief of Security Police is like a Chief of Police on
the outside. Weather officers are meteorologists, educa-
tion officers may be teachers, information officers have
a job not unlike the local newspaper editor. What dis-

tinguishes working for the Air Force from working for
private industry is that the mission of the Air Force is
the overriding consideration which ties all Air Force
members together.

k. In the enlisted fields, also, most jobs in the Air Force
have their, counterparts in civilian life. The Air Force
needs aircraft mechanics, air traffic controllers,
policemen, medical technicians, plumbers, carpenters,
and electricians as much as the civilian world. The Air
Force is making a concerted effort to recruit people who
already have these much-needed skills. The Air Force
maintains a list of guaranteed jobs, and those who
qualify can enlist in their chosen career field and
select their jobs during basic training.

1. As the Air Force approaches the state of being all-
volunteer, with none of its recruits being draft-
motivated, the role of women is becoming increasingly
significant. Between the years 1972 and 1978 the numbers,
of women in the Air Force are expected to triple. Women
are an integrated part of the Air Force and not a sepa-
rate corps. They are being used in a larger number of
fields than previously, and are only prohibited from
serving on aircraft crews engaged in combat or on missile
crews. Women with skills in maintenance, engineering,
computer sciences, weather, space Systems, and communi-
cations-electronics, in particular, are in great demand.
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m. Both the officer and the airman__ promotion systems are
designed to recognize the best qualified personnel
available. Their advancement is based on their dem4p-
strafed potential for filling positions of greater
responsibility. Promotion phase points tend to be
in a state of flux most of the time, however. The
past several years have seen delays in promotion from
E-1 to E-2 as well as from 0-1 to 0-2 and 0-2 to 0-3.
Figure 55_on p 110 in the text is already outdated

since primary zone consideration for promotion to
1st Lt hat been changed to 2 years and promotion from
1st Lt to Captain has been changed to 4 years. The
most important consideration in any promotion system,
however, is the necessity for recognizing and rewarding
loyalty and demonstrated ability, and this is what the
Air Force is trying to do through these two promotion,
systems.

n. A tool which the Armed Services has developed recently,
which would be useful in the career counseling of
students, is the Armed Services Vocational Aptitdde
Battery (ASVAB). The ASVAB is,a.battery of nine tests
selected to represent "common" content among the mili-
tary service classification batteries. It is based
on over three decades of military service research on
classification of enlisted personnel. The battery is
offered at no cost to schools or students and is adminis-
tered by a trained test adMinistrator from one of the
military services. No military obligation is incurred
by taking the test.

The nine tested areas are Coding Speed, Word Knowledge,
Arithmetic Reasoning, Tool Knowledge, Space Perception,
Mechanical Comprehension, Shop Information, Automotive
Information, and Electronics InfOrmation. Five aptitude
composites are derived from the results of the test and
consist of General-Technical, Clerical, Electronics,
General Mechanics, and Motor Mechanics. All scores
and composites are reported in percentile form, and are
calibrated against a national sample of youth.

The composite scores reported from the ASVAB identify
clusters of abilities which are relevant to success in
particular clusters of jobs. Thus, the students' better
scores identify clusters of jobs he should explore and
consider. Volume 2 of the ASVAB manual lists various
jobs which are similar to that occupation. This guide
can be used to identify occupations which the student
might profitably investigate and consider in making
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his/her career plans. The sees wish to 4timu1ate
interest in military, joh_end, training opportunities

among young,peoplfr-and to convey tke-gessage that

tary service is not a single ocapetion, but rather

s ,n environment in which a broad variety of job skills

are required, and in which valuable opportunites for,

training exist.

o. The difference in pay between military and civilian

occupations is a question which often arises. Military

pay scales change periodically, however the Hi h School

News Report should keep you updated. The last avai a le

pay scales for officer and enlisted personnel effective

1 Oct 1973(was published in the November 1973 edition.
You can watch for changes as they occur.

l'f
r.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time: 4-5-6

b. This chapter presents a good opportunity for having a guest speaker.

One idea would be to have a speaker either civiliah or military who

can talk on how his job fits into the aerospace community.

c. A school resource could come from the guidance department and could

be part of a teaching interview. Re could explain the tools that
counselors use to help people find out what jobs they are suited
for.

d. Another idea for a guest speaker is a personnel manager from a
local business who could answer questions on what prospective
employers look for in job applicants.

e. To get this chapter down to the local level, cadets could report
on jobs available for teenagers in the community, on what former

Junior ROTC students are doing now, or on what vocational pro-
grams are available in the local community and what are needed.

f. Students could role-play an interview situation in which one
student is the employer and the other student is seeking a job.
They should be sure to touch on all relevant matters such as
pay, amount of travel required, opportunities for advancement,
necessary qualifications, benefits, etc.
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6. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

F1mstrips:

Ayiation--Where Career Opportunities *are Bright

b. Films:

(1) Air Force

(a), FR 834 Systems Engineer, 18 min, color, 1969.

(b) SFP 1241 The Air Force Nurse--A Report to the
Profession, 20 min, color, 1965.

(c) SFP 1451 The Air Force Physician, 24 min, color,
1967.

(d) SFP 1311 Behind the Physician--Medical Laboratory
Technology, 20 min, color, 1965.

(e) SFP 1894 Primed For Defense--The Minuteman,
28 min, color, 1970.

(2) FAA

(a) FA -01 -71 Brother (minority employment at FAA),
13-1/2 min, 1970.

(b) FA-06-70' How to Succeed Without Really Flying
(role of the air traffic controller), 28 min, 1970.

(c) FA-102 A Traveler Meets Air Traffic Control,
28-1/2 min, 1963.

(d) FA-701 The Inspectors, 25 min, 1969.

(3) NASA

(a) HQ 120 The Hard Ones (shows the engineering problems
of designing, building, and testing satellites),
15 min, 1,965.

(b) HQ 164 Universe on a Scratchpad (work of a modern
day astrophysicist), 28 min, 1967.
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(4) Other Films*

(a) Excellence by Design (engineers explain their work),
15 min, color, 1966.. McDonne114ouglas Corp.

(b) The Lookheed-Georgia Co y (a.briefing film on the
activities of the compa y), 15 min, updated periodically.

(c) Prelude to Tomorrow (work o cien sts, engineers,
and technicians), 15 min. TRW System Group.

(d) This Business is
18-1/2 min, 1965.

ie) This Could be You
a private pilot's
Corp.

People (employees of/Lockheed-Georgia),
Lockheed-Georgia Company:

(explains the steps it takes to get
license), 27-1/2 min. Piper Aircraft

* Note on obtaining'"Other Films"

Try to make your requests several months in advance. The
addresses for the companies which provide the films listed
above are:

Lockheed - Georgia Company

Motion Picture Film Library
Zone 30, B-2 Building
Marietta, Georgia 30060

McDonnell-Douglas Corp.
Film Library, Department 92
Building 240
P.O. Box 516

St. Louis, Missouri 63166

Piper Aircraft Corp.
Film Department

Lock Haven, Pennsylvania 17745

TRW.Systems Group
Attn: Motion Pictures
Building 65, Room 1521
One Space Park

Redondo Beach, California 90278

O
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7. PRgJECTS:-

a. .I you-have girls in yours , one of them may want to4report
n traditional jobs available to, women in aerospace--stewardess,
ticket agent, airlines secretary, Air Force nurse--while another
could report on women moving into formerly all-male fields (air-
lines pilot, aircraft mechanic, Air Force security policewoman,
Air Force chaplain--to name a few).

b. A field trip to the nearest airport or aerospace company could
stimulate interest in aerospace career information. This would
give students the chance to question workers on what their feelings
are about their jobs.

c. Assign a student to choose a profession or ocfupation in his com-
munity and compare his chosen profession or skill to a comparable
one in the United States Air Force. Have each student do a study
and compile the duties, responsibilities, training needed, working
hours, pay, advancement, retirement and other important things
related to the civilian and military jobs. After sufficient evi-
dence is gathered, each student could write a short report stating
the advantages and disadvantages of the military versus the
civilian occupation. The best reports could be presented orally
to the class by the students who wrote them. If at all possible,
present both sides, i.e., a student who views the civilian job as
better than the military and a student who sees the military job
as better than the civilian.

8. FURTHER READING:

a. High School News Report--Basic Facts About Military Service.

b. AFM 36-1

'c. AFM 39-1

d. Your Place in the Air Farce.

e. "Return of the Stewardesses," TSgt Jim Caldwell, Airman,
December '73, p 43-45.

f. Latest information available from recruiters of all services.

g. For other sources, see the chapter.
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